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Midtown Manhattan. Police in riot gear and troops from the New York
Army National Guard’s 42nd Infantry Division are being pressed on all
sides by scores of catatonic, carbohydrate seeking individuals
determined to smash their way into bakeries, bagel shops and
delicatessens all over New York City. The seemingly half-dead, zombie-
like creatures and their disturbing behavior is a result of the Weight
Watchers corporation’s decision to do away with its points counting
system, a staple of the popular diet program for the last 13 years.
Hundreds have been injured by the marauding hoards of pale, mumbling
snackers as they roam the city. Authorities are finding that bullets and
even incendiary devices such as hand grenades have no effect as the

hungry Weight Watchers patrons left behind by the points system shamble forward in their
confusion, converging upon Ghiardelli and Godiva chocolate stores. The only communication from
the diet zombies when ordered to stop are mumbled phrases that sound eerily like points
recitations. One diet zombie, temporarily slowed after being hosed by a fire truck, repeated the
question several times “How many points are blueberry pancakes?” Weight Watchers, the national
meeting group and accountability program founded in 1963, has seen great success over the past
decade with a combination of points-based diets using body mass index, gender and the foods
dieters chose to eat. The amount of points per day were awarded to participants using this
information and the goal was not to exceed daily and weekly points totals. The system worked, in
part, based on exchanges of food. A can of Crisco consumed at breakfast, for instance, rated more
points than fruit or cereal products and would lower the amount of points available for the rest of the
day. Total points left at the end of the week could be used in reward meals, which led extra-point
recipe authors to come up with delicious combinations such as a Sunday Brunch Philly Cheese
Steak made from an entire cow. The new Weight Watchers system encourages dieters to gravitate
toward healthier fare such as unprocessed fruits and unvarnished wood. Shocked by the
presentation of foods such as apples, broccoli and flax-seed bread, many points enthusiasts have
lapsed into a state of physical shock and are now wandering the streets looking for Dolly Madison
Cakes to count points against. The encouragement of healthier fare as part of an overall diet led
some longtime participants to cry and moan while others simply ate dry wall and table linens at
recent Weight Watchers meetings. They also have a tendency to gouge at bystanders eyes with
points-counting cards. If you happen to come within steps of these zombies, pelt them with

Hershey’s Kisses and head for underground shelter.
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